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Developed by David Thompson and George Geczy of BattleGoat Studios
(http://www.battlegoatstudios.com/). The Grand Strategy Game by "the creators of the world

renowned Sim City Games", develops the Supreme Ruler series of games starting with 1995, giving
players the opportunity to build a world, a government, and military to their liking with all of the

"Supreme" games features and much more. BattleGoat Studios is proud today to announce Supreme
Ruler Ultimate, the most ambitious and comprehensive title in our Supreme Ruler strategy game

series. With the announcement of Supreme Ruler Ultimate David Thompson, Lead Designer and Co-
Founder explained, Our recent release of Supreme Ruler 1936 has proven to be very popular with
our fans and strategy/wargame players as it revolves around World War II, but one of the biggest
requests weve received has been to blend it with the near future game we released back in 2008,

Supreme Ruler 2020. That game provided players with the opportunity to make anything they
wanted of our modern world, from any starting nation, without any preconceived expectations.

BattleGoat Studios is proud today to announce Supreme Ruler Ultimate, the most ambitious and
comprehensive title in our Supreme Ruler strategy game series. With the announcement of Supreme

Ruler Ultimate David Thompson, Lead Designer and Co-Founder explained, Our recent release of
Supreme Ruler 1936 has proven to be very popular with our fans and strategy/wargame players as it

revolves around World War II, but one of the biggest requests weve received has been to blend it
with the near future game we released back in 2008, Supreme Ruler 2020.
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supreme ruler ultimate is a collaborative effort of the battlegoat team of artists, designers,
programmers, and creators. the game will incorporate the content from all of battlegoats supreme

ruler series, letting players take control of a nation from the historic troubles of world war ii, through
the cold war, and into the near future where established relations are undermined by disorder and

turmoil. thompson went on to comment, with what is currently going on internationally and the
intense domestic polarization forming within various countries, it certainly is not hard to imagine a

spark spreading unparalleled chaos through our world. thompson indicated that battlegoat will
continue to add historic events and content to the game for players that want to start in the 20th

century, as well as updating the near future storyline to incorporate new technology threads and to
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reflect the new international crises that have developed. george geczy, co-founder and lead
programmer, adds the major new update just released for supreme ruler ultimate also adds a lot of

new features and content. we are particularly pleased with the addition of full steam workshop
support, allowing our community to continue to expand and mod the game well into the future. this

free update is available to the public as of may 8th 2020. battlegoats lead programmer and co-
founder george geczy added, supreme ruler ultimate brings together our vision for a truly epic

strategy game that encompasses some of the most turbulent times of human history world war ii,
the cold war, and the challenges we face in the near future. were proud to have made one of the

most detailed and comprehensive series of strategy games ever created. previous battlegoat titles in
the supreme ruler series are supreme ruler 2010, supreme ruler 2020. supreme ruler cold war, and

supreme ruler 1936. 5ec8ef588b
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